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Hierarchy
versus

Network
Distribution
of Benefits,

Costs & Risks

Organization
Alternatives

Transaction
Costs

Competition &
“Coopertition”

Networks and Collaborations

Trusting
Collaboration

Styles of
Interaction

Zero sum

• Parasitic
– What one gains is

another’s loss.

Negative sum

• Antibiosis
– One, in its self-

interest, actively
harms the other.

Positive sum

• Communication
– Two systems make some inner adjustments to each

other, so there is a greater alignment between elements
in one and elements in the other. However, these
realignments are carried out in such a way that they in
no way diminish the total autonomy of each entity.

• Symbiosis
– The exchange occurs in such a way that both systems

sacrifice a part of their respective individual autonomies
so that the superordinate system of which they are part
may have greater autonomy in its relationship with other
systems in its ecosystem.

• Fusion
– The individual entities respond by treating their

superordinate systems as all-important and surrender
totally their individual autonomies so that the
superordinate system will be maximally autonomous in
its relationship with other entities of its kind in its larger
ecosystem. By the entities giving up their autonomy in
the interests of the superordinate system, they
undermine their own capacity to continue as
autonomous structures. Instead they become reduced to
the status of elements in a larger autonomous system.
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Styles of
Interaction

Symbiosis

Fusion

Communication BlackBox

GreyBox

WhiteBox Hierarchy

Network

Market Fragmentation

Collaboration

Arthritis

Hierarchy
incurs internal

coordination costs

Coordination Costs

• Agency costs
– Monitoring costs (incurred by

supervisor)

– Bonding costs (incurred by
supervised)

– Residual loss (incurred by
organization)

• Decision costs
– Information processing costs

(communication, documentation)

– Opportunity costs (due to poor
decisions)

Possible Moves

• Centralization
– reduces agency costs?

– increases decision costs?

• Decentralization
– reduces decision costs?

– increases agency costs?

• ICT
– reduces decision costs?

– reduces agency costs?
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Market
incurs external

coordination costs

Transaction Costs

• Operational costs
– search

– transportation

– inventory holding

– communication

• Contractual costs
– writing contracts

– enforcing contracts

Cost Factors

• Uncertainty / Complexity

• Asset specificity

• Frequency

These factors translate into ‘make-or-buy’
decisions: whether it is better to provide a
service from within the organization, with
hierarchical coordination, or from outside the
organization, with market coordination.

– Source; O.E. Williamson, Markets and Hierarchies:
Analysis and Anti-Trust Implications  (New York:
Free Press, 1975)

The costs of coordinating economic transactions
and the costs of coordinating production may
both increase with out-sourcing.

Network
incurs internal
and external

coordination costs

• Membership costs:
– establishing trust

– breaches of trust (failure)

• Exclusion costs:
– lost opportunities
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Examples

• Editor of news magazine wants
picture from Kosovo.

– sends staff photographer.

– buys existing photo (from
web-based library).

– commissions freelance
photographer.

• What are the advantages and
disadvantages of each method?

• Electronic brokerage

– NASDAQ system creates
electronic market for over-
the-counter stocks.

– EasySabre airline
reservation system

– CommerceNet

What are the key
differences?

Have you any
further

examples?

What are the key
differentiators?
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Web Service
Guidelines

• Understand an enterprise as a
network of services

• Determine the shape of the
service landscape

• Determine the source of value in
the service landscape

• Identify strategic leverage points
in the network

• Occupy or triangulate the
strategic points

• Identify strategic relationships

• Create stable interfaces to
support strategic relationships

• Negotiate common vocabulary
and behaviour

• Establish trust requirements

• Evolve network towards
wholeness and articulation

Understand an
enterprise as a

network of
services

Traditional View

• Functional Decomposition

• Hierarchical Organization –
Vertical Transactions

• Value Chain Optimization

• Stratified MIS

Emerging View

• Component-Based Business

• Network Organization –
Horizontal Transactions

• Value Chain Proliferation –
Value Ladder

• Kaleidoscopic MIS
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Determine the
shape of the

service
landscape

Excitement
high attention

Hygiene
low attention

• At a given time, some services are standard
commodities, while others are special, yielding
competitive advantage.

• Over time, some special services will become
commodities.

Excitement → Hygiene

• Providers often seek to differentiate their services.
Sometimes they succeed.

Hygiene → Excitement

• Thus the service landscape alters over time.

Determine the

source of
value in the

service landscape

• Value is distributed across
the service landscape

– costs

– benefits

– risks

• The value of a given service
depends on the current
landscape.

– Excitement / commodity

• The value of a service depends
on the prices of other services

– Supply and demand

– Economies of scale / scope

• The value of a service depends
on the organization of demand.

– Value chain

– Value ladder

• Strategic advantage
involves the ability to
appreciate and alter the
shape of the service
landscape.
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Identify

strategic
leverage

points in the
network

Hole

• Look for points of
strategic leverage

– difficulty / complexity

– uncertainty / ambiguity

– discontinuity

Occupy or
triangulate the

strategic points

Occupy

• Exploit or acquire inhouse
capability / capacity

• Protect and defend position

– Tie up scarce resources

– Dominate standard-setting

– Predatory pricing

Triangulate

• Forge strategic alliances with
occupiers.

– Current

– Potential

• Enter joint venture

– New

– Existing
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Create stable
interfaces
to support
strategic

relationships

Tolerant

Uptight

Fixed

Volatile

Broad
bandwidth

Narrow
bandwidth

Trusting

Suspicious

myDomain

Negotiate common

vocabulary
and behaviour

Community of Interest

myService
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Lacking
Coordination

Symptoms

• Waiting / Delay
– work in progress

• Duplication (or waste) of effort
or demand

– redundancy / overlap

• Confusion/misunderstanding.
– Cross purposes - incommensurate

data - misunderstanding

Consequences

• Inefficiency
– Inflexibility - prematurely frozen

protocols - obsolete standards -
stagnation

• Lost opportunity
– Lost data - gaps - poor utilization

of resources - missed
opportunities

• Where successful advancement
or investment requires liaison,
lack of liaison prevents real or
lasting change.

• Some business outcomes are
only available with a high
degree of unscheduled
cooperation between partners.

– High rewards for
distribution between
partners.

– High trust between
partners.

Challenge for
Business

Collaboration

• Unscheduled cooperation
represents a significant risk for
each partner.

– Mutual responsibilities,
rights and obligations

– Reasonable bearing limits

• Requirements
• Trust
• Social cohesiveness
• Connexity
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Why
Collaborate?

How
Collaborate?

Metaphor - Prehistoric Hunt

• Large prize

• Too large, fast or fierce for
single hunter. Requires a team
of hunters to encircle and win
the prize.

Options

• Permanent Organization
– New commercial entity put

together by merger and
acquisition, with full integrated
responsibility for the entire
opportunity.

– Suitable for stable environments.

• Fixed Consortium
– Fixed membership. Parties can

only be replaced by an exact
equivalent, on identical terms.

– Suitable for stable environments.

• Dynamic Consortium
– Changing membership. Changing

relationships. Contracts under
constant renegotiation.

– Suitable for volatile or changing
environments.

Implications

• Difficult to agree
boundaries and
membership of
consortium.

• Difficult to
negotiate mutually
acceptable starting
point.

• Difficult to
coordinate
strategies as
programme
progresses.

Needs

• Negotiate a
common
understanding of
the programme
and consortium
structure -
sufficient to get
started

• Achieve sufficient
clarity for the
consortium to be
robust.

• Implement
mechanisms to
maintain stability
and trust,
including risk
management,
contingency
planning and
conflict resolution.

• Sensemaking
• Uncertainty
• Timing / Synchronization
• Trusted Third Party

Trusting
Collaboration

Typical Situation

• Ambitious
programme - many
participants and
stakeholders.

• Limited history of
previous
collaboration
between
participants.

• Can’t win alone
and can’t wait for
developments

Problems

• Each player wishes
to know the
intentions of the
others before
declaring his own
position.

• Each player
manages risk and
uncertainty from
his own
perspective.

• Previous
relationships
between
participants may
be inappropriate
for the current
programme.
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• Moral hazard means taking
unfair advantage of one-sided
access to information.

– Opportunism

– Lack of conscientiousness /
sincerity

• One way of guarding against
moral hazard is through
contractual obligations.

– This can lead to distortion,
inefficiency, inappropriate
game-playing and/or excessive
contingency.

• Why do you need more
information?

– assurance

• Why do you need to withhold
information?

– commercial sensitivity

– intellectual property

– costs of providing and
supporting information

• Would you prefer to provide
sensitive information to a regulator
or trusted third party?

– regulator needs ways of
detecting opportunism and
incentive incompatibility.

Risk and
Moral Hazard

Risk Banking
Brokerage &

Escrow

• One of the functions of the risk
broker is to act as proxy risk owner
within company A's risk management
system, for a risk that is primarily of
interest to company B.

• In theoretical terms, it changes the
topology of risk (in terms of
power, proximity and interest)
across the organization boundaries.

• In practical terms, it's a way of
guarding against moral hazard while
respecting the commercial privacy
and intellectual property of both
parties.

• Risk escrow is a mechanism for
reducing the total risk across one
or more commercial relationships.
It works as follows.

• Companies deposit something with
a risk banker, as a guarantee of
their good faith. This might be
confidential information, or
contingency plans, or simply some
form of risk catalogue. This would
be checked for reasonableness and
kept secure, and only released if
negotiations or processes or
relationships or contracts broke
down (in some predefined manner).
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Example
Small

Procurement

Scenario

• Customer wants a
tailored training
course.

• Small order now, with
a possibility of larger
orders later.

• Significant set-up cost
- development &
production of training
material.

Supplier Options

a) Set a high price for the training course,
on the assumption that it will only be
given once. You are then sure to cover
your costs. Repeat orders result in
excess profits.

b) Set a lower price for the training course,
on the assumption that it will be given
many times. If this assumption turns out
false, you will lose money.

c) Charge the customer separately for the
development and delivery of the training.

• Profit
• Cashflow
• Uncertainty/Risk
• Moral Hazard

Example
Large

Procurement

Question

• What is a fair contractual basis for
very large outsourcing contracts?

– Build the next generation of
tank

– Build a computer system for a
whole government
department

• What are the key sources of
uncertainty?

• What are the key tactics for
avoiding uncertainty?

Issues

• There is often an element of research
in the project leading to greater
uncertainty of outcome.

– "We will reuse software
components - but only if we can
find any suitable ones, otherwise
we will build them ourselves."

• What is the incentive for the software
supplier to reuse existing software
components, when the customer will
pay for new ones to be built?

• Who should bear the risk - or how
should the risk be apportioned?
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Group
Uncertainty

Uncertainty GraphUncertainty Graph
Individual PlayerIndividual Player

Uncertainty GraphUncertainty Graph
Whole ConsortiumWhole Consortium

time

time

• Establish who has to be trusted for a
suitable possibility to be created

• Establish a scenario for each possibility
looked at

• Develop commitments to the groups
and to other stakeholders

• Monitor whether commitments of
others respect the offered trust

• Switch scenarios when necessary

• Understand in detail the key resource
to be jointly exploited.

• Develop a vision for how value for all
can be generated

• Develop a mechanism for changing
individual positions without losing trust

• Establish key management functions
(Governance, Accounting, Mediation)
as professional service.

Stakeholder Map

• Lots of diverse stakeholders

– during development

– during operation

• Varying degrees of importance and
commitment

• Stakeholder list may grow/shrink
dynamically during programme - as
nature of programme is clarified or
changed

• Stakeholder list is a political
artefact

Politics of
Collaboration

Opportunities

• List of opportunities is a political artefact

– additional services

– additional interfaces

– additional players

• Programmes are made more complicated in
order to recruit or assuage further
stakeholders - this form of scope-creep is
called log-rolling

• However, the delivery of such
complications is often deferred -
stakeholders whose services are delayed or
compromised may justly feel betrayed
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Politics of
Collaboration

Political Issues

• A player with disproportionate
amount of political power and
influence may be able to disregard
the social and trust norms
constraining the other players -
doesn’t feel the need to cooperate.

• Coalition fracture - consortium
dividing into two or more camps
with distinct clusters of interests
and perceived opportunities.

• Open / Closed

Biological
Metaphors

Symbiosis

Temporary Symbiosis

• Some slime mould cells act
independently when it’s easy to
get food.  But when food is
scarce, they attract each other
and, in the process, develop a
way of moving along the ground
in search of more favourable
feeding places.

• After arriving at new pastures,
they unhook from each other
and act individually again, until
the next period of scarcity.

Socio-Political Symbiosis

• “One may be characterized by the existence of
a central planning center where overall policy
for the collectivity is formulated and then
passed down to the parts in terms of specific
actions for them to take in the service of both
themselves and the collectivity.

• The alternative is a pooling process where the
ideas of component groups are raised and then
debated as mutual adjustments are made.  The
U.S. Congress is illustrative of the former while
the SALT or START talks between the Soviet
Union and the United States are like the latter.”

source: KK Smith 1984
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Collaboration
Processes

No Triggers
for Action?

Barriers to Collaboration

• Immediate concerns dominate

• Need business case for
established collaboration

• Wait and see what others do
first

• Mistrust of player(s) who need
not co-operate

• Shortage of volunteers for
group level tasks

Advice to Collaborators

• Emphasise medium term vision

• Smaller steps each with a
business case

• Emphasise process and
learning, the path

• Open process with clear
business case for important
steps

• Establish professional
management and admin
function

Trusted Third Party?

• Negotiation proxy

• Container for
empowerment

• Some players would like
to position themselves as
“trusted third party” -
but there isn’t much sign
of other players granting
them this role.

Politics of
Uncertainty

Cooperation

• Build alliances around goals

• Establish win-win responses
to risks

• Resolve conflicts

• Share full information

• Trusted mechanisms

Choosing limits of trust

• Effective management
demands a span of trust

• Identifying members of
consortium requires mutual
negotiation and
empowerment

• Trust can be abused

• Build relationships before
they are stressed

• Maintenance demands
communication

Competition

• Use power to place risk

• Define organisational
responses

• Hide conflicts

• Restrict flow of information

• Sub-optimisation

Establishing limits of power

• Effective management
demands a span of control

• Membership by co-option

• Power can be usurped

• Use stress to reinforce
power

• Maintenance demands
secrecy

Issues

• Time horizon of planning

• Chance of encountering
partners again
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Trust between Partners

• During the development phase,
partners may be uncertain what
they can expect of one another

– during the development phase
itself

– during the operational phase

• Internal trust damaged by internal
divisions and conflicts, mistrust and
suspicion, cheating and conspiring
and conniving

Trust with Outside World

• Do we trust a customer who
comes to us with an alternative
proposition?

• Do we expect customers (and
other third parties) to trust our
proposition?

• External trust damaged by
inconsistent response to
environmental contingencies.

• There is an important link between internal
uncertainty and external uncertainty.

• Behaving towards the outside world with clarity and
integrity (i.e. Character) is correlated with internal
cohesion and coordination.

Inwards and
Outwards

The Trust
Relationship


